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AMPOL (American Pollution Control) is a diverse, 24 hour
environmental remediation company based in New Iberia, LA, with
additional offices in Chalmette, Harvey, and Bayou Vista, LA, as
well as Port Arthur, TX. AMPOL employs approximately 185
personnel, and offers a wide range of environmental services
worldwide.
We at AMPOL are proud to announce that we have worked
457,419 hours, and over 420 days since our last recordable
incident. This was achieved by focusing on communicating how to recognize and mitigate hazards
before starting any tasks associated with a job. We believe communication is the key to working safely,
and we are committed to the safety and well-being of our employees. Our experienced management
team’s unwavering commitment to safety has carried over to all of our employees, who believe safety is
the top priority, not only in the field, but at home as well. We encourage our employees to always be
mindful of the safety practices they learn at work, and practice them at home. We believe all accidents
are preventable when we recognize and communicate hazards and risks inherent to job tasks. We
encourage our employees to practice this daily.
AMPOL would like to thank each of its employees for his or her dedication to the job, but more
importantly, for accepting the responsibility of working and living safely, both on the job and at home.
We are all responsible for safety.

AMPOL employs more than 200 employees worldwide and offers oil spill response, tank cleaning, confined space entry services, naturally
occurring radioactive material (NORM) survey and remediation, lead and asbestos abatement services, insulation services, hazardous
material (HAZ-MAT) emergency cleanup, soil remediation, demolition services, marine transportation, spill equipment manufacturing and
emergency medical services.

SERVICES
HAZMAT & Oil Spills
NORM (Remediation & Survey)
OSRV Utility Boats
Spill Containment Equipment
Lead, Mold/Mildew & Asbestos Abatement
Insulation Services
Industrial Services
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www.ampol.net
www.oilstop.com

